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of (9) and (10). Since G(z, w) is continuous in z and w for w on /t or

/2 and z in D and is a regular function of z in D for a fixed w on /i or

/2, it results that Z(z, B) and /(z, —5) define regular functions in D.

Since D contains an interval of the positive real axis for which (8)

holds it follows that J(z, B) + J(z, —B) provides the analytic con-

tinuation of

[All

/(z) - 2-<*(»)(-l)"C-i.«
n-l

over the region D.

As the region D can be chosen to contain any bounded region of

the complex plane in its interior, the theorem follows.
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For [S],1 whose notation and results we use without further com-

ment, the question of whether or not a non-negative observable is the

square of an observable is left open. Our positive solution of this ques-

tion eliminates one of the hypotheses in a pair of propositions [S.Theo-

rem4 and Corollary 4.1 ] in that paperand so nowwe knowthat without

exception a pure state of a subsystem may be extended to a pure state

of the whole system of observables and that the spectral value of an

observable equals the value of the observable in some pure state of

the system. This serves to shrink the gap between S, the real linear

space of self-adjoint elements of a C* algebra, and 21, a system of ob-

servables. Although every S is isomorphic to an 21, no examples of an

21 not isomorphic to an S have appeared in the literature, so the gap

may be just an apparent one.

Theorem. In a system of observables the sum of squares of observables

is the square of an observable.

PROOF. Let V= ^ t/2. By [S, Corollary 1.1 ] the closed system

8I( 10 generated by V (and /) is isomorphic algebraically and metrically

to C(X, R), the collection of real-valued continuous functions on

compact Hausdorff space X, where V<-+(4>r\X)(E;C(X, R) and || V\\
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1 [S] refers to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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= sup { |</>f(«)| ]wGl). Since <£c/(w)^0 for each coG-X\ there is

a t/'G2I(F) such that <j>v(w) = (0c/-(w))2. In that case U = (U')\

We see that { t/|$t/(w) ^0 for each w£Z¡ is contained in the set of

squares of observables. It is sufficient to show that <£v(co) ̂0 for each

Suppose there exists an ouoG-X" such that #v(«o)<0. If 0r(to):gO

for each iûÇîX, then — F^O, which implies V=0 and contradicts the

assumption. We are left with the case where <t>v(o)) assumes both posi-

tive and negative values. Let us assume that

<fr(wo) = inf   f<Mo>) |wGl) < 0

and

0v(wi) = sup {(friu) | 03 G X}  > 0.

We seek a contradiction in this. Let

F(3/4 -) =  {«| *r(w) g 30r(«o)/4},

F(l/2 +) =   {u| <Mco) ̂  *t(cüo)/2}.

By applying Tietze's Theorem, we find a FiG2I(F) such that

■ = 0, a>GF(l/2+),

07,0a)-   = - 1,« £7(3/4-),

. lies between 0 and — 1 for all other «61

It follows that FigO and || Fi|| =1. Let

e = min { - «frfwoX^fwi))-1. 2-1} > 0.

If wGF(l/2 + )' (the complement of F(l/2 + )), then

<M«0 + (1 - •) è - i + (i - «) - - t.
4<Mo>i)        20f(wi)

If «£7(1/2+), then

i      «M")
*,,(«) T(l-«)àl-^-i —-— •

L ¿<j>y(ù3i)

Thus

Vi + (1 - e) / g 7(20r(«1))-i ^ 0

and

0|Fiè(<- 1)/.
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By [S, Postulate II, 4]

\\-V1\\=\\V1\\<\e-l\<l

which contradicts our previous assertion that ||.Fi||=l. We have

found our contradiction and conclude that 4>v(o>) ̂0 for each wGZ

and there exists a WGSI(F) such that V" W2.

Corollary. The {closed) subsystem of a system generated by an ob-

servable is isomorphic, algebraically, metrically, and order-wise, with

the system C(X, R) of all real-valued continuous functions on a compact

Hausdorff space, where for fa, <¡>2GC(X, R), fa^fa means <£i(w) ̂<fc>(«)
for each w£I.

(See [S, Corollary 1.1 ].)

Corollary. [S, Theorem 4 ] A pure state of a subsystem coincides on

that subsystem with a pure state of the system.

Corollary. [S, Corollary 4.1] A spectral value of an observable

equals the value of the observable in some pure state of the system.
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